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Welcome to the latest edition of our
infrastructure publication, Infra.Law.
Our autumn edition of Infra .law begins with a look at split engineering, procurement
and construction contracts, amongst the potential cost benefits we contrast the
pitfalls to be aware of. Moving on to the rise of the increasingly popular major project
insurance and why the recent case of Haberdashers vs Lakehouse could mean
increased risk for sub-contractors. Continuing the focus on sub-contractors, we take
a look at the new legislation introduced by the Crown Commercial Services
concerning central government procurement contracts; whereby the principal
supplier or contractor will now need to advertise all subcontract opportunities over
£25,000, potentially leaving them exposed legally to disgruntled sub-contractors.
Two articles around FIDIC follow, the first questions whether the 2017 update is too
complex to adopt and draws on some of the key points. The second explores how the
current political situation in the Gulf, trade embargoes and their impact on
contractors right to an extension of time under FIDIC rules. We finish this edition with
a timely look at Brexit. With the deadline for leaving the EU under 6 months away, we
detail a number of policies that are affected and which will be key areas for discussion
across the political spectrum.
We hope you enjoy reading this edition of Infra .law, focusing on the domestic and
international infrastructure sector. Please get in touch directly if you would like to
discuss any of the issues detailed within, or have any topics you would like to read
about in future editions.
Michael O'Connor, Partner, Editor

charlesrussellspeechlys.com
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Split EPC Contracts:
half the contract,
double the risk?
What is a Split EPC Contract?
As the name suggests, a split engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
contract is a standard EPC contract which
has been split between “onshore
elements" and “offshore elements
elements””. The
“onshore
onshore”” elements are undertaken by a
local contracting entity that sits in the
same group of companies as the
contractor registered in an offshore
jurisdiction undertaking the “offshore
offshore””
elements. The majority of split EPC
contracts are negotiated and then split
rather than drafted for this purpose.
Typically, the offshore contractor takes
responsibility for the design and
engineering services and procurement of
materials and equipment, with the
onshore contractor taking responsibility
for the construction works, local supply of
materials and equipment, testing and
commissioning and the remedying of
defects.
The extent to which the offshore and
onshore contracts can cross
cross--refer to each
other, i.e. to clarify the split of
responsibilities or include a shared cap on
delay damages based on the overall
project price, is dictated by local tax
legislation and disclosure requirements. In
most jurisdictions only minimal cross
referral is possible and there will inevitably
be some gaps which cannot be closed
without the structure unravelling. The
parties will enter into an “umbrella
agreement
agreement”” in an attempt to get the risk
profile of the split contracts as close as
possible to a single EPC contract. The
umbrella agreement would be between
the employer and the two contractors and
possibly a guarantor for the contractors.
Given that the umbrella agreement is
more akin to a guarantee, it is not always
possible for it to contain strict obligations,
so risks may be covered off by way of
indemnities. This creates the obligation to

make good a loss, rather than to prevent
the loss in the first place, which is not as
strong a position contractually as having
single point responsibility.
Why Split?
During the performance of an EPC
contract, contractors are exposed to a
wide range of onshore taxes, including
import and export duties, VAT, tax on its
profits, property tax and withholding tax. In
splitting the contract, the contractor
contractor’’s
exposure to local taxes fees and charges is
limited and in principle should result in cost
savings which ultimately should flow back
to the employer in the form of a lower
project cost.
Parties may also seek to split an EPC
contract where currency exchange
controls are in place which prevents a
contractor from repatriating profit without
losing a large proportion to currency
exchange fees. If the majority of the
contract price is payable offshore then
local currency restrictions will not apply.
International energy projects lend
themselves to this type of structure as a
large component of their costs are in
sophisticated plant and materials and
specialist equipment, which are procured
offshore.

However, we are seeing this structure
spread to construction projects in other
industries.
Those new to the concept will need to be
alert to the following considerations.
Key considerations
Sweep-Up Clause
The jurisdiction is likely to dictate exactly
how the works and services will need to be
split. Any gaps in the works to be carried
out are likely to manifest themselves in the
scope, with the potential for neither
contractor to be responsible for parts of
the works.
Parties can reduce this risk by giving one
contractor responsibility for “sweeping up
up””
any missing works.
This can be dealt with in the contracts or
the umbrella agreement, as appropriate. In
some jurisdict
jurisdictions
ions it may be possible to
have one scope of works which the
contractors are jointly and severally liable
for under the umbrella agreement, but in
other jurisdictions this could cause the
contracts to be seen as interrelated, which
may incur local taxes on the whole project
and as a result splitting the contract may
not be commercially viable.
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Delays
As the contractor parties are in principle
controlled by the same entity,
consideration should be given as to how
delays under one contract which have an
impact on the other contract should be
dealt with. We would suggest that
contractor delays under one contract
should expressly not permit the
contractor under the other contract to
claim an extension of time. Similarly, any
entitlement to time and money under
either contract should not be applicable
where the entitlement has arisen due to a
breach or omission by the other
contractor.

Cross Set-Off Clauses
With single point responsibility, if a claim
arises, employers are usually able to
withhold sums due to a contractor rather
than having to seek payment. In a split
structure, the payment under the
offshore contract is often frontloaded in
comparison to the project programme. As
such, a defect in the design may be
discovered but the employer has no
payments due to the offshore contractor
on which to withhold sums. The parties
could consider including a cross
cross--set off
clause to give the employer the ability to
withhold sums due to the onshore
contractor, instead of seeking a payment
from the offshore contractor.

Limitations of Liability
In the majority of split EPC contracts, the
split will be heavily weighted offshore,
drastically reducing the potential liability of
the onshore contractor. Consideration
should be given as to whether caps on
liability or delay damages should be by
reference to a fixed value or a percentage
of the project price, rather than a
percentage of the onshore or offshore
contract prices, and how these should be
implemented.
Defects
Parties should consider which contractor is
best placed to deal with any defects in
materials, plant or workmanship, which
contractor will have primary responsibility
for testing and commissioning and
whether representatives of both
contractors will need to be present at
tests and inspections.
Termination
Consideration should be given as to
whether there should be a mutual
contract termination clause so that a
termination event under one contract
would entitle the terminating party to
automatically terminate the other
contract. There may well be
circumstances where the terminating
party may not wish to terminate the other
contract. The parties should agree at the
outset what the consequences of such
termination should be under both
contracts.

Dispute Resolution
The parties should ensure the dispute
resolution mechanisms in both contracts
and the umbrella guarantee are aligned.
They may also want to allow for
consolidation so that any disputes can deal
with all three contracts together, as one
project.
This article was written by Karen McGrath.
For more information please get in touch
via: karen.mcgrath@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 6626

"The parties should agree at the outset
what the consequences of such
termination should be under both
contracts."
Indemnities
Indemnities are likely to be a key feature of
an umbrella agreement. There may be
risks which cannot be covered off fully, so
the contractors or the guarantor might
agree to indemnify the employer for the
loss it incurs as a result of the split
structure, for example where a contractor
benefits from the breach of the other
contractor. There may also be situations
where the employer agrees to indemnify
the contractors.
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Project insurance –
does it always cover
sub
sub-- contractors?
Project insurance is becoming
increasingly popular on major projects.
However, the recent case of
Haberdashers
Haberdashers’’ Aske
Aske’’s Federation Trust
Limited v Lakehouse Contracts Limited
could cause concern to contractors who
may have assumed that they would always
be covered by such project insurance.
Facts
This case arose out of a fire at a school
being constructed in Lewisham. The
building was owned by Lewisham Borough
Council. The school was operated by
Haberdashers.
Lakehouse was the main contractor for
works to extend and refurbish the
buildings at the school. Cambridge
Polymer Roofing (CPR) was a sub
sub-contractor of Lakehouse. Lakehouse also
entered into a Duty of Care Deed with
Haberdashers. A project insurance policy
had been taken out.
CPR was carrying out “hot work
work”” using a
blowtorch to stick down roofing
membrane. A fire occurred in the area of
the hot work, which spread and caused
extensive damage to the buildings.
The Claim
Haberdashers and Lewisham claimed over
£11m from Lakehouse and CPR.
Lakehouse also brought contribution
proceedings against CPR and CPR
brought contribution proceedings against
the project insurers. These essentially
claimed that CPR was entitled to the
benefit of that insurance and that this
provided CPR with a defence to the claim
brought by Lakehouse.
The claim against Lakehouse was settled
pursuant to which Lakehouse agreed to
pay £8.75m, inclusive of

costs, interest and damages in respect of
the fire. In reality, these funds came from
the project insurers.
The only outstanding issue was between
Lakehouse, CPR and the project insurers.
The main contract required construction
all risks insurance to be taken out that
covered Lewisham Council, Haberdashers,
Lakehouse, and subcontractors (or which
CPR was one) “of any tier
tier””.
The parties’ positions
The project insurers accepted that,
absent the existence of the express
requirement for (and existence of) the
separate public liability insurance held by
CPR under the roofing sub
sub--contract, CPR
would be entitled to the benefit of the
project insurance.
However, the project insurers argued that
in this case CPR was not a member of the
class of insureds because CPR and
Lakehouse had separately and expressly
agreed that CPR would have its own
insurance.The project insurers argued
that, given the legal device adopted to
include any sub
sub--contractor within project
insurance is an implied term in the sub
sub-contract, an express term to the contrary
in such a sub
sub--contract necessarily
excludes the existence (and/or the scope)
of any such implied term. In essence, CPR
argued that there should be no ability for
the project insurers to bring a subrogated
claim against CPR in this case.
The Court’s decision
The Court analysed that the correct way in
which project insurance came to provide
insurance to any particular sub
sub--contractor
was by a “standing offer
offer””.
The offer is “made by the insurer to insure
persons who are subsequently
ascertained as members of the
defined grouping
grouping””. The offer would be
accepted by a sub
sub--contractor joining,
upon execution of the sub
sub--contract, the
“defined grouping
grouping””.

The acceptance of that offer leads to the
implication of a term in the contract
between Lakehouse and CPR. That is the
only contract in existence in which a term
could be implied that could benefit CPR.
However, a term could not be implied into
the CPR sub
sub--contract that directly
contradicted the express requirement on
CPR to hold public liability cover of £5m.
Therefore, the Court held that CPR could
not benefit from the project insurance to
the extent that it was required by the sub
sub-contract to hold (and did hold) public liability
insurance of £5m. The Court briefly
considered what the position would be if
the claim had not been limited to the £5m
public liability insurance required by the
sub
sub--contract, i.e. could the presence of an
express term requiring insurance of a
particular limit negate the implication of
any term in relation to the whole insurance
cover, leading to a claim in excess of the
sub
sub--contractor
contractor’’s insurance cover. The
Court doubted that such an argument
would succeed.
Conclusion
This case emphasises the importance of
the wording of the underlying contract in
determining the extent of any insurance
and waiver of subrogation rights that may
occur. It shows that the terms of the
insurance policy may be trumped by the
terms of the parties underlying contract.
The underlying contract could limit the
relevant insurance that would otherwise
be available if the express terms of the
underlying contract are contrary to such
insurance cover. Importantly, sub
sub-contractors should not agree terms
requiring them to hold their own insurance
when the intention is that they will benefit
from the project insurance.
Written by James Worthington. For more
information please get in touch via:
james.worthington@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 6626
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“ Sub
Sub--public
public””
procurement
regulations? Crown
Commercial Service
Policy Note could mean
public sector
contractors have to
put sub
sub--contract
opportunities out to
tender
The Government announced in April a new
policy requiring main contractors and
suppliers under contracts with central
government to advertise sub
sub--contract
opportunities arising under their head
contract.
The policy could have a major impact on
procurement timescales and
advertisement and tendering
requirements throughout the supply chain
for large
large--scale public
public--funded construction
and infrastructure projects.
A Procurement Policy Note (Action Note
01/18) ((““PPN
PPN””) was issued by the Crown
Commercial Service on 10 April 2018
outlining the new measures. The PPN
claims that advertisements by lead
contractors through Contracts Finder will
allow them to access over 25,000 potential
supply chain partners, of which 63% are
SMEs.
New obligation to advertise
opportunities
The policy applies to all contracts let on or
after 1 May 2018 worth more than £5
million. The principal supplier/contractor
will be required to advertise all subcontract
opportunities with above £25,000.
Authorities can opt to increase this
threshold (albeit never to more than
£100,000) if they think it would
disproportionately burden suppliers
otherwise – it will be of great interest to
the sector to see how this is applied in
practice.

The new requirements will not apply to
sub
sub--contracts arranged or which were in
place prior to the award of the main
contract. The new requirements may also
be waived in case of national security
concerns, where the contract is to be
performed overseas (and only local sub
sub-contractors can feasibly deliver what is
required and/or local laws or security issues
preclude advertisement) or where there
will be no sub
sub--contracted expenditure.
This development will affect central
government, primarily, since it is guidance
from the CCS and relates to Contracts
Finder – that is not to say, though (as with
other CCS policies) that this will not filter
down to sub
sub--central level by way of best
practice in the fullness of time.
Receiving and evaluating bids – like a
public body?
Having placed the requisite advertisement
in Contracts Finder pursuant to the new
conditions of contract, suppliers are
expected to allow a “reasonable and
proportionate
proportionate”” period of time for bidders
to respond. They will then have to
consider each of the bids that come in and
evaluate their respective strengths and
weaknesses before identifying the
successful tenderer.
"Whilst this ought to promote enhanced
value for money by opening up subcontracts to wider competition, it could
equally increase the overall cost of
procurement itself."
Furthermore, it is also possible that
aggrieved unsuccessful sub
sub--contract
tenderers will argue that, since the head
contract is governed by the public
procurement rules, sub
sub--contract
tendering exercises must also comply with
fundamental procurement principles such
as transparency and equal treatment.

They might also argue that, as a minimum,
contractors are required to treat all bids
fairly, in line with the key case of Blackpool
and Fylde Aero Club v Blackpool BC [1990]
3 All ER 25. It will be interesting to observe
how unsuccessful tenderers for sub
sub-contract opportunities are advised in
practice.
Additional reporting requirements
In addition, suppliers are required to report
separately on the amount they are
spending on sub
sub--contracting and,
separately again, how much they spend
directly with SMEs and VCSEs (Voluntary,
Community and Social Enterprises), such
as “small local community and voluntary
groups, registered charities, foundations,
trusts and the growing number of social
enterprises and co
co--operatives”.
Suppliers will have to monitor the number,
type and value of subcontract
opportunities that are advertised and
awarded through Contracts Finder over
the duration of their contract, and report
to the awarding contracting
authority/utility in the manner specified by
that authority under a new clause of their
head contract.
Authorities are advised to draw these
measures to the attention of suppliers and
to help them register on Contracts Finder
for advertising and monitoring purposes.
They are also told to “encourage their large
suppliers to proactively use Contracts
Finder to provider greater visibility of
supply chain opportunities”, including
when ‘ refreshing
refreshing’’ their supply chain (such
as by updating approved supplier lists or
conducting early market engagement).
A model clause for contracting authorities
to include the requirements in their head
contracts is contained at Annex A to the
PPN
PPN..
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So, what do we think this will mean?
Our initial view is that where a head
contract is publicly procured so, at least,
the procurement of sub
sub--contractors by
lead contractors ought to be bound by the
fundamental procurement principles and
the duty to treat bidders fairly and equally
under Blackpool & Fylde. Whilst we await
greater clarity, it seems to us best to
assume that disgruntled sub
sub--contractors
will be advised that these awards could
arguably be challenged under these
principles, so seeking advice on conducting
compliant tenders for sub
sub--contracts will
become essential.

This article was written by Paul Henty. For
more information please get in touch via:
paul.henty@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 6506
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FIDIC 2017: Fit for
purpose?
A number of firms have produced articles
introducing FIDIC 2017. Most
commentators mention the extended
length of the new contracts as well as the
repositioning (and rebranding) of the
Dispute Avoidance Adjudication Board (or
DAAB) as a standing board to deal with all
claims that are not resolved by an
Engineer
Engineer’’s determination. Many have
noted FIDIC
FIDIC’’s new even
even--handed
approach towards the requirement for
notices of claim. Some writers have noted
the more detailed provisions as regards
programme requirements, quality
management and other areas where
Particular Conditions were common. The
improved 2017 formatting is intended to
assist users, particularly those who are
working in their second language, to easily
understand the effect of the clauses.
However, many in the industry are
expressing the view that FIDIC 2017 is not
the contract that they were looking for.
For many, the additional language adds
unwanted complexity. Have FIDIC
sacrificed some user
user--friendliness in favour
of greater legal certainty? Are the new
contracts just too complex to be
workable?
In FIDIC 2017 the Notice is “king
king””. Notices
are now defined and the requirements are
much more strict than for the 1999
contract were (per Akenhead)

“there is no particular form called for in
Clause 20.1 and one should construe it as
permitting any claim provided that it is
made by notice in writing to the Engineer,
that the notice describes the event or
circumstance relied on and that the notice
is intended to notify a claim for extension
(or for additional payment or both) under
the Contract or in connection with it. It
must be recognisable as a “claim
claim””. The
notice must be given as soon as
practicable but the longstop is 28 days
after the Contractor has become or
should have become aware. The onus of
proof is on the Employer or GOG here to
establish that the notice was given too
late
late””.
Notices must describe themselves as
such and, in some cases, must refer to the
contract clause by reference to which they
are given. Once a Notice has been given
and a “Claim
Claim”” (a defined term) has arisen
FIDIC 2017 imposes a strict timeline and
procedure for resolution.
For many of us who work in common law
jurisdictions, the decision in Obrascon
Huarte Lain SA v Attorney General for
Gibraltar [2014] provided confirmation of
our view that clause 20.1 of FIDIC 1999
was a straightforward condition precedent
notice requirement. However, FIDIC 2017
departs from that simple and clear
clear--cut
position by permitting both the Engineer,
the DAAB and the arbitrator to accept
“late claims
claims”” where there are
“circumstances which justify late
submission
submission””. Accordingly, FIDIC 2017 has a
stringent condition precedent notice
requirement subject to an exception.
FIDIC gives no guidance as to what
circumstances might justify late
submission of a Notice of Claim but, at
clause 20.2.7 there is what will perhaps be
construed as a hint. This provision says
that clause 20.2 notice requirements are
“in addition
addition”” to other requirements
elsewhere in the contract but if a party fails
to comply with 20.2 there will be some
ability to “take account of the extent (if
any) to which the failure has prevented or
prejudiced proper investigation of the

claim by the Engineer
Engineer””. Contractors will
argue that late notices don
don’’t impair proper
investigation as long as the evidence is
preserved. Applying this approach, FIDIC
2017 will allow in many more claims that
FIDIC 1999 excludes.
In our view the primary motivation for
including a FIDIC 1999 type condition
precedent is not the difficulty of analysing
“late
late”” claims. Developers want FIDIC I999
type notice requirements because they
want certainty about time and cost as the
project progresses. A condition precedent
notice should allow disputes and claims to
be resolved promptly during the course of
the works if resolution isn
isn’’t possible; both
parties are on notice as to the claim. Since
FIDIC quite rightly prides itself on drafting a
contract which provides mechanisms for
claims and dispute resolution as projects
progress, (even to the extent of placing a
dispute adjudication board in a central
standing role during the course of the
works), it is exceedingly disappointing that
the 1999 simple condition precedent
requirement has not been maintained.
Of course there are problems with
implementation of condition precedents
under some civil law systems but there
does seem to be an inherent conflict
between a contract that markets itself on
the basis that the DAAB as the best
mechanism to resolving claims and
avoiding disputes as the project
progresses, whilst at the same time
allowing a vague and/or uncertain provision
as regards late submission of claims.
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We should also consider the role of the
DAAB. For many commercial developers
the 1999 Dispute Adjudication Board was
an expensive and unnecessary feature of
FIDIC contracts. Many commercial
developers removed the Dispute
Adjudication Board provisions from the
1999 contract and/or circumvented the
appointment of an ad
ad--hoc DAB. FIDIC has
responded by embedding the DAAB much
more deeply into its 2017 contracts. This
may work very well where the client is
amenable to a DAAB and the size and
value of the project justifies the expense
of a standing board. However, there are
many projects which do not meet these
requirements for which a well drafted and
internationally recognised contract is
needed. Presumably FIDIC isn
isn’’t
interested in this market?
Another important feature of 2017 is the
amplification of sub
sub--clause 3.7
(Agreement between the
parties/determination by the Engineer)
(previously sub
sub--clause 3.5
(Determinations)). The new clauses add a
lot of detail to the description of the
process of consultation, agreement and
determination as well as introducing a
notice of dissatisfaction (NOD) with an
Engineer
Engineer’’s determination. Much of the
new clause is eminently sensible and in
accordance with good practice in any
event.
However, the time limits are quite “tight
tight””.
Whilst FIDIC have incorporated a “get out
of jail free
free”” card for the Contractor
Contractor’’s late
notices, the Engineer under 3.7 is given no
such latitude unless both parties agree.
After consultation between the parties,
how many contractors are going to give
the Engineer more than the 42 days that
FIDIC allow in connection with his
determination?

There are other instances where the
requirement on the part of the Employer
to give a “fully detailed claim
claim”” will not work.
For example under clause 13.6, where
there has been a decrease in cost due to a
change in legislation, the Employer may
not have all the information he needs to
produce a detailed claim because cost
information sits with the Contractor.

Ultimately, the new sub
sub--clause 3.7 will
probably break down where there is an
issue between the Engineer and the
Contractor/Employer as to whether or not
there is a “fully detailed claim
claim”” to
agree/determine. Whilst the new even
handed requirements for Employer
Employer’’s claim
notices are to be commended, there are
also some genuine technical problems
with the requirement for an Employer
Notice and Engineer
Engineer’’s determination in
relation to all Employer claims. In particular
FIDIC now envisages that, before
deducting delay damages, the Employer
must issue a clause 20.2 Notice, produce a
detailed claim, the matter must proceed
to an Engineer
Engineer’’s determination.
Presumably it is only after this process is
complete that delay damages may be
deducted in the next IPC. Whilst it is right
and proper that the Employer should be
required to give a Notice before deduction
of delay damages may be appropriate, why
is it necessary or appropriate to provide full
details of something that should be
completely straightforward and to request
an Engineer
Engineer’’s determination? Will the
Engineer have to consider, in the absence
of an extension of time claim, whether
delay damages are due? Why?

Accordingly, we wait to see with some
interest whether or not FIDIC 2017 is
adopted, how Engineers and Contractors
get along with the multiple notice
requirements in the document and
whether or not the expense of the DAAB
is outweighed by reductions in
Contractors
Contractors’’ tenders.
This article was written by Sarah Jane
Hudson and Christopher Busaileh. For
more information please get in touch via:
sarahjane.hudson@crsblaw.com
+44 (0)1242 246340 or
christopher.busaileh@crsblaw.com
+44 (0)20 7427 4546
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The Gulf diplomatic
dispute and construction
claims - extensions of
time

On its face, it would certainly appear
appropriate to deem the embargo against
the shipping of goods from the UAE to
Qatar as a government action, however to
be sure that it is applicable, there are a few
items to consider more carefully.

As Qatar continues its progresses towards
the 2022 FIFA World Cup and the
development strategy for the 2030
National Vision, the current diplomatic
dispute occurring in the Gulf is impacting
on many parties involved in construction
projects occurring throughout the nation.

Firstly, is there a shortage in the
‘ availability
availability’’ of Goods? This is not
immediately definitive, as the goods are
available and it is only the fact that the
delivery route to get them to Qatar is now
much slower than originally planned.
Although the meaning of ‘ available
available’’ is not
defined, it would however be reasonable to
argue that the goods would only be
deemed to be ‘ available
available’’ when they are
able to be in the possession of the
Contractor. Although the goods are
literally ‘ available
available’’ somewhere in the world,
the fact that they cannot be utilized by the
Contractor for the purpose of the works is
arguably the intent of the clause. Either
way, if the Contractor is going to suffer a
delay by procuring the Goods from
another source, or waiting for them to be
delivered through an alternative route the
Contractor is being prevented from
utilizing the goods.

The question concerning many of these
parties, whether consultants, contractors,
sub
sub--contractors, suppliers or employers,
relates to claims and what relief, if any, the
parties are entitled to under their
respective contracts.
In this article, we will look at the
Contractor
Contractor’’s right to an extension of time
under the FIDIC suite of contracts where
that extension of time has been caused by
the late supply of goods being shipped to
Qatar through the UAE.
UAE.¹¹ Following the
commencement of the diplomatic
dispute, many Contractors have suffered
delayed as a result of goods having to be
shipped from the UAE to Oman before
they could be transferred to a vessel that
would deliver the goods onward to Qatar.
Clause 8.4(d) of the FIDIC Conditions of
Contract for Construction 1999 (Red
Book) and FIDIC Conditions of Contract
for Plant and Design Build 1999 (Yellow
Book) provides as follows:

“The Contractor shall be entitled subject
to Sub
Sub--Clause 20.1 [Contractor
[Contractor’’s Claims]
to an extension of the Time for
Completion if and to the extent that
completion for the purposes of Sub
Sub-Clause 10.1 [Taking Over the Works and
Sections] is or will be delayed by any of the
following causes:
(d) Unforeseeable shortages in the
availability of personnel or Goods caused
by epidemic or governmental actions
actions””

Secondly, we can consider if the actions of
the UAE government were
“Unforeseeable
Unforeseeable””, which is defined in the
FIDIC suite as being “not reasonably
foreseeable by an experienced contractor
by the date for submission of the Tender
Tender””.
Although foreign policy experts may have
been able to foresee such dispute, it
appears that very few anticipated the
types of prohibitions that have been
levied. It could therefore only be
reasonable to deem such knowledge or
foresight to be well out of the realm of
even an ‘ experienced
experienced’’ Contractor.
Finally, it is important to consider what was
known at the ‘ Tender Date
Date’’. Even if a
tender is submitted after the
commencement of the diplomatic
dispute, the parties may have expected
the matter to have been resolved quite
quickly.

¹The Economist (Print edition – Middle
East and Africa) reported on 19 October
2017, that prior to the diplomatic
dispute, the port located in Jebel Ali of
the UAE handled more than 85% of
shipborne cargo destined for Qatar.
It is safe to say that Contractors who did
not account for these delays in tenders
submitted after the commencement of
the diplomatic dispute will have a more
difficult case to make that such delays
were ‘ Unforeseeable
Unforeseeable’’. However, this will
depend greatly on the timing and specific
circumstances of each case, and as a
result, there may be a genuine case here
for many Contractors who were delayed
and denied an extension of time.
It is noted that the Conditions of Contract
for EPC/Turnkey Projects 1999, ((Silver
Silver
Book
Book)) does not include an equivalent
provision to clause 8.4(d) of the Yellow and
Red Books. The Contractor therefore
needs to look further into the terms to
consider if any other sub
sub--clause of the
Silver Book gives the Contractor an
entitlement to an extension of time.
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Firstly, Contractors may expect clause
13.7 [Adjustment for Changes in
Legislation] to provide some relief.
However, this clause only relates to the
“Laws of the Country
Country””. Assuming the law
of the country is Qatar then a change of
laws in the UAE that prohibits a ship from
travelling directly from the UAE to Qatar
will not be relevant.
The Contractor may also consider Sub
Sub-Clause 17.4 [Consequences of Employer
Employer’’s
Risks]. However it is submitted that this
sub
sub--clause would likely fail on two key
aspects. The diplomatic dispute does not
directly fall within any of the items listed in
17.3. In addition, the delay of shipping
goods would not amount to “loss or
damage to the Works
Works””.
Finally, the Contractor
Contractor’’s may look to the
application of clause 19 [[Force Majeure]]².
This may, on balance, be the Contractor
Contractor’’s
best option. Unlike clause 8.4(d) of the
Yellow and Red Books, Sub
Sub--Clause 19.1
does not include any direct reference to
‘ government actions
actions’’. However, as the list
of circumstances is ‘ not limited
limited’’ to the
items listed in 19.1(i)
19.1(i)--(v), Force Majeure will
apply if the Contractor can show that it
was “prevented from performing any of his
obligations under the Contract
Contract”” by an
exceptional circumstance that:
(a) was beyond the Contractor
Contractor’’s control;
(b) was unforeseeable3 before entering
into the Contract;
(c) could not have been reasonably
avoided or overcome; and

This is a more difficult claim and has more
hurdles to clear than clause 8.4(d) of the
Yellow and Red Books. Each element
noted above will need to be considered
and addressed by the parties, particularly
(b) where the critical date is the ‘ date of
the Contract
Contract’’ rather than the ‘ date of the
Tender
Tender’’, and (c) where the Contractor will
need to justify why such goods could not
be procured from another source who
could deliver them directly to Qatar.
If the scenario is deemed to be an event of
Force Majeure then the Contractor will be
entitled to an extension of time under
clause 19.4(b) [Consequences of Force
Majeure] (and by extension 8.4(b)) if:
(a) the Contractor has complied Sub
Sub-Clause 19.2 [Notice of Force Majeure]
and
(b) the Contractor has suffered a delay as a
consequence of the Force Majeure event.
In conclusion, there may be more than
one way for Contractors impacted by the
diplomatic dispute to claim an extension of
time under FIDIC Contracts, or indeed
contracts based on such principals and risk
allocation. It is therefore important that
these options are considered and analyzed
as early as possible and all necessary
notices are issued in accordance with the
Contract in order to protect this
entitlement to the extent possible. Failure
to do so may limit the Contractor
Contractor’’s
likelihood of success in obtaining such relief
and consequently result in exposure to
delay damages.

(d) is not attributable to either party.

This article was written by Glenn Bull.
For more information please get in touch
via: glenn.bull@crsblaw.com or
+971 4246 1909

²This clause applies to the FIDIC Suite and
is not only limited to the Silver Book.
³Note that this is not a reference to the
term defined in the Contract.
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Brexit and
Infrastructure
With Brexit dominating the last two and a
half years and the UK
UK’’s scheduled
departure only 6 months away, it would be
good to hear from the political parties on
their proposals for the UK
UK’’s long
long--term
national priorities in infrastructure, and how
they plan to deal with some of the
potential impacts of Brexit on the
construction industry, who will have an
obvious strategic role.

Whilst there is agreement between the
UK and EU that during the transition
period, there will (in effect) be guaranteed
freedom of movement for EU nationals
until 2020, which may alleviate the short
short-term issues with the supply of labour, it
does not solve the medium to long
long--term
issues with the skills shortage and it will be
interesting to hear from the parties as to
how they will resolve these issues.
For example, whether there are any plans
to adapt the Apprenticeship Levy to
encourage and promote a greater number
of higher and better skilled workers.

To give some context, over the next 10
years the UK will see the implementation
HS2, Crossrail, a third runway at Heathrow,
Hinkley Point C (not to mention continued
decommissioning at our legacy nuclear
sites) and the Thames Tideway Tunnel.
These are just the mega projects amongst
the £600 billion of public and private
investment in UK infrastructure over the
same period. This does not even take into
account issues such as digital
infrastructure or future mobility issues
such as autonomous vehicles.

In June 2018, the Federation of Master
Builders called for an urgent review of the
scheme quoting figures that there was a
28% fall in apprenticeship starts between
August 2017 and March 2018. FMB
FMB’’s
Chief Executive suggested that as there is
a far greater proportion of construction
workers employed by sub
sub--contractors
lower down the supply chain or even
agency workers; larger firms should be
permitted to pass on a greater proportion
of their Levy funds (currently 10%) onto
their supply chain.

Potential Skills Shortage and
Productivity
One impact of the 2008 financial crisis on
the construction industry was the reduced
numbers of
graduates/apprentices/trades joining the
industry (understandable at the time).
This has led to a general skills shortage, an
ageing workforce, with the gap filled by
migrant EU workers (RICS data shows that
8% of all construction workers in the UK in
2017 were EU Nationals).

The industry has also been calling out for
the conclusion and acceptance of the
apprenticeship standards by which all
apprentices across the industry are to be
trained. As at the beginning of this year
only 27 of the 75 standards had been
approved, despite the process beginning
in 2014.

To compound matters, productivity in the
construction sector is far lower than the
UK average and was reported by McKinsey
in 2014 to be costing the sector more than
£15bn a year.

Increasing the number of skilled personnel
in the construction industry is unlikely by
itself to close the gap in productivity and as
several of my colleagues have commented
previously (in the following URLs:)

(https://www.charlesrussellsp
https://www.charlesrussellspeec
eec
hlys.com/globalassets/pdfs/sectors/
construction
construction--infrastructure/construct.law_summer
infrastructure/construct.law_summer-2018.pdf
2018.pdf))
(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/
2018/07/11/time
2018/07/11/time--construction
construction--build
build-digitised
digitised--future/amp/
future/amp/))
There will be a need for the industry to
invest, develop and adopt new
technologies that drive productivity. As
well as addressing skills shortage, these
new technologies can help improve health
and safety on worksites, increase
efficiency as well as reduce the industry
industry’’s
carbon footprint.
As the biggest procurer of construction
services, the Government has sought to
use its buying power to drive such
efficiencies by announcing in the
November 2017 Budget statement that it
will prioritise the use of offsite
manufacturing on all publicly funded
projects from 2019.
"The Government has also announced
the £170m investment in innovation and
productivity through the Industrial
Strategy Challenge Fund for research
into new construction processes and
techniques."
Whilst these policies may be welcomed by
the industry it will be interesting to hear
from all political parties on their approach to
these issues and commitment to such
policies despite the outcomes of Brexit.
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Procurement
Membership of the EU allowed for free
movement of goods within the EU without
duties and other restrictions such as rules
of origin checks. As a result, cross
cross--EU
supply chains have developed and UK
companies have the advantage of a deep
market for specialist products, raw
materials, construction technology and
specialist machinery. In February 2018 the
Government reported that 62% of all
imported construction materials came
from the EU.
"Although the UK and EU are aiming for a
deal that maintains tariff-free trade,
there is uncertainty within the industry
and this can lead to price fluctuations
and suppliers pricing in risk for currency
fluctuations."
Given that major infrastructure projects
are delivered over decades and the
criticality of construction and
infrastructure to the overall UK economy,
it will be interesting to hear whether there
are any clearer messages and policies from
the various parties over the coming days
on how they intend to deal with tariffs on
construction
construction--related materials and
products.

Investment
Through the European Investment Bank,
the UK
UK’’s construction sector has
benefited from long
long--term loans at
attractive interest rates to enable a wide
range of projects from new transport,
water and energy schemes, to schools and
hospitals as well as major projects such as
Crossrail and the Thames Tideway
Tideway’’s
‘ super sewer
sewer’’. Between 2012 and 2016,
the EIB financed £31.3bn of public
infrastructure projects in the UK in 2016.
However, post
post--Brexit
Brexit,, the UK and projects
located in the UK will no longer be eligible
for EIB financing.

Without adequate and affordable
financing, the UK
UK’’s infrastructure projects
may well stall or simply be shelved and we
await clear guidance from the all political
parties on their proposals for ensuring the
delivery of the projects listed on the
National Infrastructure Pipeline.
This article was written by Michael
O'Connor. For more information please
get in touch via:
michael.o'connor@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 6441

Many industry bodies and individual
companies have called for the UK
Government to implement policies
designed to protect and encourage the
investment in UK infrastructure. For
example, the Institution of Civil Engineers
has recently suggested that the
Government adopts a UK Guarantees
Scheme to underpin a privately owned and
financed bank, supported in a similar way to
the German investment bank KfW, with a
similar mission to the EIB.
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Who to contact
If you are interested in more information
on anything you have read in this
newsletter, please contact the relevant
author, your usual Charles Russell
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:

Our Construction, Projects and
Engineering lawyers operate in the
following offices:
London
5 Fleet Place
London
EC4M 7RD UK
T:+44 (0)20 7203 5000

Michael O'Connor
Partner, Editor
T: +44 (0)20 7427 6441
michael.o'connor@crsblaw.com

Cheltenham
Compass House
Lypiatt Road
Cheltenham
GL50 2QJ UK
T:+44 (0)1242 221122
Guildford
One London Square
Cross Lanes
Guildford
GU1 1UN UK
T:+44 (0)1483 252525
Doha
Level 21, Burj Doha
West Bay
Qatar
T:+974 (0)4034 2036
Dubai
Office 1108, 11th Floor
Index Tower
DIFC, UAE
T:+971 4246 1900
Manama
Floor 24, East Tower, Bahrain World Trade
Centre
Isa Al Kabeer Avenue
Kingdom of Bahrain
T:+973 (0)17 133200
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